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Patricia O’Grady
Hippias of Elis cut an elegant ﬁ gure as he strolled through the crowds 
at Olympia, dressed entirely in garments and accessories he had, him-
self, made. 
But there is more to Hippias than the man Plato portrays as vain 
in Hippias Minor. Hippias was not only the exemplar of self-suﬃ  ciency 
but ranks among the most talented and versatile of the sophists. He 
lectured on poetry, grammar, history, politics, and archaeology, he was 
a chronographer, and a proliﬁ c writer 
In this paper I will discuss Hippias’s work in geometry and the 
social contract he mentioned, and I will show that these two aspects of 
his work elevate him to another level. It will be seen that Hippias was 
more than an extremely rich and successful sophist, but that his work 
warrants his inclusion amongst the philosophers. 
Elegant and justiﬁ ably proud, Hippias would have created a sensation 
as he strolled through the precincts of Olympia, dressed entirely in 
garments and accessories he had, himself, made. 
Th is is how Plato has Socrates speak of Hippias’s attire: 
You [Hippias] said that once, when you went to Olympia everything you 
had on your person was your own work; ﬁ rst the ring—for you began with 
that—which you had was your own work, showing that you knew how to 
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engrave rings, and another seal was your work, and a strigil and an oil ﬂ ask 
were your works; then you said that you yourself had made the sandals you 
had on, and had woven your cloak and tunic; and what seemed to everyone 
most unusual and proof of the most wisdom, was when you said that the 
girdle you wore about your tunic was like the Persian girdles of the costliest 
kind, and that you had made it yourself (Plato, Hippias Minor: 368B–D).
Despite the scoﬃ  ng tone of Plato’s dialogue, the lines indicate the 
self-suﬃ  ciency and versatility for which Hippias is acknowledged. But 
there was much more to Hippias than the man Plato portrays as opin-
ionated, boastful, and self-important. 
First, a little background. Hippias was a native of Elis, a city-state in 
the rather lovely north-western coastal region of the Peloponnese. Two 
writers of ancient times, Strabo (64/3 B.C. to A.D. 21, perhaps later) and 
Pausanias (ca. A.D. 150) have left  us detailed descriptions of Elis. 
Th e dates of the life of Hippias are uncertain, but may be approxi-
mated through his connections with other people with whom he was 
associated. In Protagoras Plato tells us that Hippias was younger than 
Protagoras, and suggests that he was alive in 399, the year of the death 
of Socrates. Heath suggests his probable birth year as 460 B.C. (Heath, 
1921:182). His life encompassed a magniﬁ cent period in the history of 
Athens, the second half of the ﬁ ft h century, a period in which art and 
literature gloriﬁ ed Athens, but which was also the most tragic. He lived 
through the twenty-eight years of the Peloponnesian War (431–404 
B.C.) which Th ucydides describes as “the greatest disturbance in the 
history of the Hellenes” (Th ucydides, History of the Peloponnesian War: 
Bk.I.1), and that conﬂ ict would have limited Hippias’s opportunities 
for visiting Athens. During brief periods of truce, however, such as the 
Peace of Nicias in 423, Hippias could have taken advantage of the rare 
opportunities to visit Athens.
Almost all we know of Hippias is derived from three works of 
Plato: Hippias Major, Hippias Minor, and Protagoras. It is not always 
possible to recognise when Plato is serious. His work is thickly over-
laid with sarcasm and acrimony, even bitterness. He is arrogant and 
derogative, and clearly disapproving but, in his dialogues, he took 
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purposeful advantage of Hippias and the other sophists. In his works 
on the sophists his purpose seems to have been to remove Socrates 
and himself to as great a distance as possible from the teaching and 
methods of the sophists. Much as Plato disapproved of Hippias, 
through his dialogues, particularly Hippias Major and Hippias Minor, 
he immortalised him. 
Th e ancient sources inform us that Hippias had wide ranging areas 
of expertise and interest. Unfortunately little has survived of his writ-
ings, but the fragments that remain extant indicate varied interests. In 
Hippias Major and Hippias Minor we are told of Hippias’s involvement 
in mythology, geography, history, literature, law and politics. He was 
concerned with language, and the “value of letters and syllables and 
rhythms and harmonies” (Plato, Hippias Major: 285 D).
Hippias travelled widely. He lectured in Athens, Sicily, and Sparta, 
and was probably a regular visitor at Olympia in his home state of 
Elis. It is feasible to suggest that in all those places, and especially 
during times of festivals, such as the Olympic Games, he attracted 
eager audiences to hear him deliver his talks. Th e testimony depicts 
him as a showman, a performer and entertainer, and these may be 
seen as desirable, perhaps essential, characteristics in an itinerant 
lecturer. 
If success is equated with high earnings, Hippias was a successful 
man. It is clear that he had a passion for his calling which was lectur-
ing and it was from teaching and lecturing that he amassed his ex-
tensive fortune. He boasted of his fortune to Socrates, telling Socrates 
that he would be amazed if he knew how much money he, Hippias, 
had made. Once, in Sicily, he made more money in a very brief time 
than Protagoras, the well known sophist who held a greater reputa-
tion than Hippias and who was then also visiting Sicily. At Inycus, a 
small town in Sicily, he made twenty minas, which was, apparently, 
a handsome sum. His father and other citizens were amazed at the 
fortune he amassed. “And”, he added, “I pretty well think that I have 
made more money than any other two sophists together” (Plato, Hi. 
Maj.: 82 D–E).
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Hippias’s dedication to his teaching is apparent when he explains 
that he never received payment from the Spartans because it was un-
lawful for them to pay for foreign education (or to instigate changes to 
the Spartan way of life) (Plato, Hi. Maj.: 283 C–284 C).
He ascertained what his audiences wanted, he researched his ma-
terial and delivered lectures which they paid to hear. He may have 
been eccentric, but he was entertaining. Th ere is no doubt that he was 
successful, in ﬁ nancial terms, in the education he provided, and in the 
material he left , even though so little of it survived to modern times.
One of his visits to Athens provides the material for Plato’s Hippias 
Major which is, in part, an attempt to deﬁ ne the beautiful. Th ere are 
just the two characters, Hippias and Socrates.
Socrates greets Hippias, commenting on his long absence from 
Athens. Hippias explains that he was too busy, being frequently en-
gaged by the state of Elis as an envoy, or ambassador, most frequently 
to Lacedaemonia [Sparta] (Plato, Hi.Maj.: 286 A–B). He claims that his 
teaching would beneﬁ t the sons of the Lacedaemonians (Plato, Hi.Maj.: 
285 A) and, by implication, that everyone he taught would beneﬁ t.
Plato relates information about Hippias’s accomplishments when 
he has Hippias tell Socrates that the Lacedaemonians were not inter-
ested in the stars or heavenly phenomena. Th ey were not interested in 
geometry, most of them being unable even to count. Th ey would not 
have him lecture on the processes of thought, nor on “those matters 
which [he] of all men [knew] best how to discuss, concerning the value 
of letters and syllables and rhythms and harmonies” (Plato, Hi.Maj.:
285 C–E). Th is, of course, is enabling Hippias to inform Socrates of 
the topics in which the Lacedaemonians did hold an interest:
Th ey are very fond of hearing about the genealogies of heroes and men, 
Socrates, and the foundations of cities in ancient times and, in short, about 
antiquity in general, so that for their sake I have been obliged to learn all that 
sort of thing by heart and practise it thoroughly (Plato, Hi.Maj.: 285 D). 
Hippias is then led to mention his extraordinary memory, claiming 
that he could recall ﬁ ft y names aft er hearing them just once (Plato, 
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Hi.Maj.: 285 E). Th e dialogue between Socrates and Hippias continues, 
and Hippias reveals that, only recently, he had gained a reputation
by telling about noble or beautiful pursuits, recounting what those of a 
young man should be, for I have a very beautiful discourse composed about 
them, well arranged in its words and also in other respects (Plato, Hi.Maj.:
286 A–B). 
Th e lecture is adapted from an episode in Homer, when Nestor is 
asked to state what the noble and beautiful pursuits are: “So aft er that 
we have Nestor speaking and suggesting [...] very many lawful and 
most beautiful pursuits”, by which a young man would become most 
famous (Plato, Hi.Maj.: 286 A–B). 
Hippias then informs Socrates that he has received an invitation 
from Eudicus [of Athens], the son of Apemantus, and would be pre-
senting a similar lecture, but with additions of more material and that 
it would be worth hearing. Th e venue would be Pheidostratus’s school-
room (Plato, Hi.Maj.: 286 B). It seems likely that this invitation from 
Eudicus was the purpose of Hippias’s visit to Athens.
Th e dialogue continues with the discussion revolving around 
Socrates’s endeavour to deﬁ ne the beautiful. Towards the end of the 
dialogue, Socrates speaks of Hippias as a “man who has made more 
money by wisdom than anyone now living” and refers to himself “who 
never made any money at all” (Plato, Hi.Maj.: 300 C–D). 
In summarising and assessing their discussion, Hippias asks 
Socrates:
What do you think all this amounts to? Is it mere scrapings and shavings 
of discourse [...]; but that other ability is beautiful and of great worth, the 
ability to produce a discourse well and beautifully in a court of law or a 
council house or before any other public body before which the discourse 
may be delivered, to convince the audience and to carry oﬀ , not the smallest, 
but the greatest of prizes, the salvation of oneself, one’s property, and one’s 
friends. For these things, therefore, one must strive renouncing these petty 
arguments, that one may not, by busying oneself, as at present, with mere talk 
and nonsense, appear to be a fool (my italics) (Plato, Hi.Maj.: 286 A–B). 
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In that passage, Hippias describes his purpose, one might say, his mis-
sion, his endeavours, and states his conviction about what is worth-
while, and what are valuable pursuits to strive for in order to succeed.
Socrates has the last words, praising, or ﬂ attering, Hippias for 
knowing what “a man ought to practice” and for having the capacity 
to pursue them (Plato, Hi. Maj.: 304 B). Socrates, himself, is possessed 
by some accursed fortune, which causes him always to wander about, 
exhibiting his perplexity, reviled by such as Hippias; he acknowledges 
that he has never produced a beautiful discourse, and is even ignorant 
of the beautiful. Socrates believes it is necessary to bear all he does, be-
cause he might beneﬁ t from it, has, indeed, beneﬁ ted from the conver-
sation with Hippias; “for I think I know the meaning of the proverb: 
‘beautiful things are diﬃ  cult’ ” (Plato, Hi.Maj.: 304 B–E). 
Certainly, and inevitably, the dialogue has failed to deﬁ ne the beau-
tiful, but Plato has provided a great deal of information about Hippias, 
about Socrates and his mission, and about himself. Later I will return 
to the references where Plato relates the accomplishments and soﬁ a of 
Hippias.
Hippias Minor commences at the conclusion of the “ﬁ ne display” 
(Plato, Hi. Mi.: 363 A), the discourse which Hippias has just deliv-
ered. Th e “great crowd” has departed, leaving only Socrates, Eudicus, 
and Hippias. Socrates is keen to question Hippias about some points 
from Homer, whether the Iliad was a ﬁ ner poem than the Odyssey, 
just as Achilles was ﬁ ner than Odysseus (Hi.Mi.: 363 A–B). Eudicus 
asks Hippias if he will answer questions which Socrates wishes to ask. 
Hippias responds by stating that it would indeed be odd if he refused 
because, at Olympia, he is always prepared to speak on topics from his 
wide range of prepared presentations (Plato, Hi.Mi.: 363 C). 
Socrates responds: “You are in a state of blessedness, Hippias, if at 
every Olympiad you come to the sanctuary with such fair hopes con-
cerning your soul and its wisdom.” Hippias acknowledges his grati-
ﬁ cation, and explains that since he began to contend at the Olympic 
games, he has never yet met anyone who could better him in anything 
(Plato, Hi. Mi.: 364 A). 
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Socrates then begins to question Hippias about Homer. A discus-
sion ensues about Achilles the bravest; Nestor the wisest; and Odysseus 
the wiliest. Socrates feigns a lack of understanding and asks Hippias 
not to laugh if he needs to keep asking questions but to “be considerate 
and reply gently”. Hippias replies: “Of course; for it would be a disgrace, 
Socrates, if I, who teach others good manners and charge them money 
for it, should not myself, when questioned by you, be considerate and 
reply gently” (Plato, Hi. M.: 364 C–D). 
Plato has Hippias acknowledge that he is “skilful in arithmetical 
calculations [...] and the most powerful and wisest of men in these 
matters [...] namely calculations” (Plato, Hi. Mi.: 366 C–D). Th is leads 
to a discussion on truth and the potential for falsehood. Soon, the 
debate turns to geometry and astronomy. In a long passage, Socrates 
says:
Come now, Hippias, consider generally in this way concerning all the sci-
ences, whether this is the case or not. Certainly you are the wisest of men 
in the greatest number of arts, as I once heard you boast, recounting your 
great and enviable wisdom in the market-place at the tables of the money 
changers (Plato, Hi. Mi.: 368 A–B). 
Socrates continues, and describes the apparel Hippias claimed to have 
worn on one of his visits to Olympia. (Th ese are the lines with which 
this paper commenced, and which continue):
And in addition you said that you brought with you poems, both epics 
and tragedies and dithyrambs, and many writings of all sorts composed in 
prose; and that you were there excelling all others in knowledge of the arts 
of which I was speaking just now, and of the correctness of rhythms and 
harmonies and letters, and many other things besides, as I seem to remember; 
and yet I forgot your art of memory, as it seems, in which you think you 
are most brilliant; and I fancy I have forgotten a great many other things 
(Plato, Hi.Mi.: 368 B–D).
Th is leads to a continuation of the discussion of the true and the false, 
and to the question of deciding whether it is better to err voluntarily, 
or to err involuntarily (Plato, Hi. Mi.: 363 A). Again, inevitably again, 
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Hippias and Socrates fail to reach agreement, with Hippias declaring 
that he could not agree with Socrates. Th e ﬁ nal sentence of Hippias 
Minor is Socrates’s reply:
Nor I with myself, Hippias; but that appears to be the inevitable result of our 
argument; however as I was saying all along, in respect to these matters I 
go astray, up and down, and never hold the same opinion; and that I or any 
other ordinary man, go astray is not surprising; but if you wise men likewise 
go astray, that is a terrible thing for us also, if even when we have come to 
you we are not to cease from our straying (Plato, Hi. Mi.: 376 B–C).
Plato has provided weighty information about Hippias. He acknowl-
edges Hippias’s varied interests and abilities, and sings his praises to a 
far greater degree than is at ﬁ rst apparent.
What, exactly has Plato told us? If we can divest the passages of 
their exaggeration, fantasy, embellishments, and caricature, there is 
much to be gleaned: Hippias travelled widely; he was frequently en-
gaged by Elis to act as an envoy, a role that kept him rather busy; the 
Lacedaemonians were not interested in the subjects which appealed 
to other Greeks to whom he had lectured; he had an extraordinary 
memory and, probably had developed a system of mnemonics as an 
aid; he was familiar with Homer’s works; he was rich, in contrast to 
Socrates who claimed that he had never made money from his teach-
ing; he “always” attended the Olympic games, and was satisﬁ ed with 
his performances there because he had never been defeated in the 
contests; he had good manners, although there is the implication 
that he may have had a reputation for impatience; he had a knowl-
edge of astronomy and literature. He regarded discussions such as 
he and Socrates had just been engaged as “petty arguments”, “mere 
words” which could make one appear to be a “fool”. Very importantly, 
he taught “noble and beautiful pursuits”, and he related those that a 
young man should follow. It is feasible to suggest that these may have 
included the ﬁ ner qualities, because he classiﬁ ed Achilles as the brav-
est, Nestor as the wisest, and Odysseus as the wiliest. He was highly 
regarded for a “beautiful” lecture he had recently presented to the 
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Lacedaemonians. In that treatise he had recounted the “noble or beau-
tiful pursuits”. Hippias knew what ought to be taught, and it could be 
argued that he had developed a curriculum that included instruction 
on subject matter which, if followed, would be of beneﬁ t. Th e passage 
surely states that Hippias knew what was beneﬁ cial, and had the meth-
odology to get his messages through to his students. To cater for the 
preferences of distinct audiences he researched appropriate material, 
and mastered his subject so that he could present it in an enticing style. 
Because of his versatility, the content of his lectures was new and excit-
ing, and one may imagine Hippias holding his audience in the palm of 
his hand. His phenomenal memory would have greatly assisted him in 
his presentations, and one may envisage him as speaking entirely from 
memory. He is clearly portrayed as having belief in himself, and the 
conﬁ dence to engage his audiences. 
Despite all that, the ﬁ nal very powerful sentence from Hippias Minor 
is damning. Socrates has admitted that he had been unable to ﬁ nd an 
answer to the matters he and Hippias had debated, but much worse, 
and quite terrible to Socrates, is the conclusion that even if Socrates or 
other ordinary men should come to Hippias, they would still stray, not 
be able to reach an opinion, for neither did Hippias know the answers.
Plato has Socrates admit that there were “many other things” about 
Hippias that he may not have mentioned. Some of these have been 
preserved by other writers, as will be shown. 
Th e Messenians of Sicily must have regarded him highly, because 
they commissioned him to write elegies to commemorate the choir boys 
who drowned on a voyage to Rhegium (Pausanias: Vol. II.I. XXV.4). Th e 
verses were inscribed on bronze statues which were erected at Olympia. 
Callon of Elis (ca. 494–436 B.C.) was the commissioned artist. 
Hippias compiled a list of the Olympian victors. Living close to 
Olympia, being a frequent attendee at the games, and a zealous re-
 searcher of facts and dates, would have aﬀ orded him an advantage. Th e 
list of victors has proven to be of inestimable value in the chronology 
of Greek history. Hippias was the ﬁ rst we know to record facts in this 
way: he was the originator of this sort of history.
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Other titles of his writings included the Synagoge, or Collection. Th e 
importance of a passage from the Collection cannot be over estimated. 
Clement of Alexandria quotes the lines which, it is believed, were part 
of the introduction to the Collection:
Some of these things may perhaps have been said by Orpheus, some brieﬂ y 
here and there by Musaeus, some by Hesiod, some by Homer, some by others 
among the poets, some in prose writings by Greeks or by barbarians. But 
I will put together the most important and inter-related passages from all 
these sources, and will thus make this present piece both new and varied 
in kind (Cited in Kerferd, 1981:48).
Th is valuable passage warrants closer analysis than space allows here, 
but some comments must be made. In 1944 the importance of the 
passage was recognised by Bruno Snell who wrote a paper entitled 
“Th e News about Th ales and the Beginnings of the Greek History 
of Philosophy and Literature”. Snell pointed to passages in Aristotle’s 
Metaphysics where, Snell argues, “with as near an approach to cer-
tainty, [...] as is possible in questions of this kind” that Aristotle had 
this work before him (Kerferd, 1981:48).
Th e Collection recorded interesting snippets of information, such 
as that about Th argelia of Miletus who lived at the time of Darius 
(probably Darius I of Persia, 521–486 B.C). Athenaeus preserved the 
details from Hippias. Th argelia “had been married fourteen times, 
and [...] was very beautiful in looks as well as clever” (Athenaeus:XIII. 
608). It seems that she attracted inﬂ uential men and, through her tal-
ents, was able to inﬂ uence her husbands with her pro-Persian ideas. 
Th at seems like a bit of political gossip, but may have been much 
more important than it appears. 
Th e passage which Clement preserved indicates that the Collection 
would have been wide in scope and content, because it was to include 
Greek sources, but not be restricted to Greek material. It would also 
include historical material from non-Greeks. It must have been an im-
portant work, of great interest and immense value: its loss to scholar-
ship is lamentable.
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What may be stated almost without fear of contradiction is that 
Hippias instigated the study of this sort of history. He composed a 
chronological list of Olympic victors, and he recorded theories held 
by ancient philosophers. It seems certain that he provided the source 
for some of Aristotle’s discussion and criticism of Th ales. A remark-
able detail about his research is that he did it without the advantage 
of a school such as Aristotle had at the Lyceum, where he could assign 
research to his students. And there were no established libraries. 
Jonathan Barnes wrote of the “jackdaw eye” of Hippias (Barnes, 1982:
6), and like a jackdaw or a magpie Hippias was a collector. He rec-
ognised worthwhile details and information that was of use, and put 
them in his collection. It is fair to state that he deliberately sought the 
information that interested him (and that seems to have been almost 
everything), and incorporated the facts into his lectures. It is certain 
that he researched topics for presentation. 
Hippias had many abilities that identiﬁ ed him as diﬀ erent and set 
him apart. He ranks among the most talented and versatile of the 
sophists. Th e word sophist derives from σoφίa, sophia, which means 
“wise” and “wisdom”. An expert, a craft sman was σoφoς, sophos, wise 
or expert in his skill or craft , be it music or sculpture, or any other 
craft  or technique. Sophia and sophist were once synonymous, but 
the word sophist gradually assumed a derogatory meaning especially 
following the usage by Plato who scoﬀ ed at the sophists and devalued 
their work. 
Plato devoted an entire book to the Sophists. He compiled seven 
main categories of his objections. Plato regarded a sophist as a kind 
of merchant in articles of knowledge for the soul, a retailer of these 
same articles of knowledge, and a juggler and deceiver. A sophist was a 
teacher of rhetoric, the ability to use language to convince, to persuade 
or inﬂ uence, to win, and this is what ambitious wealthy fathers paid to 
have their sons taught, so that they could be successful, politically and 
ﬁ nancially. One of the major criticisms of sophistry is that it failed to 
take account of the higher values, such as excellence in character. Th is 
is in stark contrast to the Socratic method, the inductive or maieutic 
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method. Th e term maieutic relates to childbirth, and Socrates’s mother 
was a midwife who drew out life. By association, the Socratic method 
drew out, by question and answer, or “intellectual midwifery” (OED:
s.v. maieutic), the knowledge which is inherent or inborn in everyone. 
And, very importantly, a sophist was, according to Plato, a paid hunter 
aft er the young and wealthy.
Th e many diﬀ erences between Socrates and the sophists are drawn 
out by Plato. In Socrates we have a man, impoverished, poorly dressed, 
barefoot and in a threadbare coat, hanging around the market place 
asking embarrassing unanswerable questions, and making himself 
unpopular. In Hippias we have a man who is rich, elegantly dressed, 
popular, sought-aft er, and entertaining. One might argue that while 
Socrates was chatting with layabouts, he was, at the same time, cook-
ing up western civilisation (Th e Age newspaper, Melbourne, Australia, 
10 July 1999). Another person could point to the fact that the sophists 
were writers, bookish men who “made a decisive contribution to the 
development of the book on which the rise and further existence of 
scholarship depended” (Pfeiﬀ er, 1968:55).
Much more could be written about the sophists, their evolution, 
and Plato’s antagonism towards them, but it is time to discuss Hippias’s 
other unique qualities and areas of competence. Hippias was not only 
the exemplar of self-suﬃ  ciency, he was more than the sophist of Plato’s 
description, more than the vain and arrogant person depicted by Plato 
in his dialogues. He was the most many-sided of the early sophists, 
a polymath or encyclopedist, and was called a “sage” by the Greeks 
(Philostratus: xxvii; Pausanias, Elis: Vol.II. I.XXV.4). 
None of these areas of competency class Hippias as a philosopher 
but there are other aspects of his work and teaching which warrant his 
inclusion in the philosophers. Th ese include the framework of a social 
contract, and attainments in mathematics. 
It has been said that Plato seldom “allows himself to dwell on the 
history of philosophy as it was before the rise of ethical and epis-
temological inquiry; but when he does he is always illuminating” 
(Burnet, 1930:31). In the dialogue, Protagoras, cited below, Plato does 
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allow himself to exercise his historical sense, or so it seems to me. Th e 
meeting takes place in the home of an unnamed Friend, but relates 
a discussion that had previously taken place in the house of Callias. 
In addition to the Friend, the illustrious gathering included Socrates, 
Hippocrates, Protagoras, Alcibiades, Callias, Critias, Prodicus, and 
Hippias. Hippias is speaking:
Gentlemen, who are here present, I regard you all as kinsmen and intimates 
and fellow citizens by nature, not by law: for like is akin to like by nature, 
whereas law, despot of mankind, oft en constrains us against nature. Hence 
it would be shameful if we, while knowing the nature of things, should 
yet—being the wisest of the Greeks, and having met together for the very 
purpose in the very sanctuary of the wisdom of Greece [Athens?] and in this 
the greatest and most auspicious house [the house of Callias] of the city of 
cities—display no worthy sign of this dignity, but should quarrel with each 
other like low churls (Plato, Prt.: 337D).
Th is passage may be interpreted as being a social compact. Hippias 
strongly draws the contrast between law and nature. He deﬁ nes law 
as a despot which enforces constraints through artiﬁ cial rules which 
deﬁ ne how man should conduct himself, and which are against natural 
laws. Th e passage is frustratingly short and rather vague. It is likely 
that Plato used only a brief section of the theory of Hippias, to fur-
ther his own purpose, probably by highlighting the contrast between 
Socrates’s (fatal) respect for the law and Hippias’s theory. Hippias’s idea 
is philosophical, but Plato gives us too little for a considered view. If 
Plato knew more about this theory than he included, he did Hippias, 
and history, a disservice. Th e little that we have is insuﬃ  cient to recon-
struct into a full blown theory. We turn to the more proﬁ table discus-
sion of Hippias and geometry.
In his time, Hippias had a superior knowledge of mathematics. Our 
source for that information is Plato himself: Plato has Hippias assure 
Socrates that he is skilful and quick in arithmetical calculations, being 
“the most powerful and wisest of men in these matters” (Plato, Hi. Mi.: 
366C) and then, a few lines later, in response to a question from Socrates, 
Hippias declares that he is an “expert on geometry also” (367D).
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Plato depicts him as excessively boastful, but his pride was justiﬁ ed 
for, in about 420 B.C., he solved one of the three great problems which 
the early mathematicians identiﬁ ed and which engrossed them. Th ese 
were the trisection of an angle, the squaring of the circle, and the dou-
bling of the cube. 
Proclus, the great Neoplatonist philosopher of the ﬁ ft h century 
A.D., reported that Hippias solved the ﬁ rst of those problems:
Hippias of Elis, the famous sophist of the ﬁ ft h century B.C., the inventor of 
a curve known as the quadratrix which, originally intended for the solution 
of the problem of trisecting any angle, also served (as the name implies) for 
squaring the circle (Proclus: 272.7). 
Th at text informs us that Proclus, who was working in the ﬁ ft h cen-
tury A.D., knew Hippias of Elis as the famous sophist of the ﬁ ft h 
century B.C., almost nine centuries earlier. His report clearly states 
that Hippias’s curve was originally intended for the solution of the 
problem of trisecting any angle. It states that the curve “also served 
(as the name implies) for squaring the circle” (Proclus: 272.7, 356.11), 
and this has led commentators, such as Cantor, Tannery, Heath and 
others to the view that Hippias discovered the quadratrix (Heath, 
1921a:182).
Proclus discusses Euclid’s ideas on bisecting rectilinear angles, and 
points out that it is not always possible to bisect an angle; for instance, 
a horned angle (this an angle which is formed when a curved line 
meets, or intersects, a straight line. He adds that it is possible to trisect 
a right angle using “some of the theorems that follow, but we cannot 
thus divide an acute angle without resorting to other lines that are 
mixed in kind.” (Mixed lines are curves other than circles.) (Proclus:
271). He then introduces geometers who applied themselves to the 
problem of trisecting a rectilinear angle:
Nicomedes [third century A.D.] made use of conchoids—a form of [curved] 
line whose construction he has himself taught us, being himself the discoverer 
of their peculiarities—and thus succeeded in trisecting the rectilinear angle 
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generally. Others have done the same thing [applied themselves to the problem 
of trisecting a given rectilinear angle, which is one that is bounded or formed 
by straight lines], by means of the quadratrix of Hippias and that of Nicomedes, 
they too using mixed lines, namely, the quadratrices (Proclus: 272.7).
Proclus then acknowledges the diﬃ  culty of these ideas, and states that 
he will not pursue the ideas. In a later passage Proclus explained how 
mathematicians
are accustomed to distinguish lines, giving the properties of each species. 
Apollonius [born about 264 B.C.], for instance shows for each of his conic 
lines what its property is, and Nicomedes [born about 280 B.C.] likewise for 
the conchoids, Hippias for the quadratrices, and Perseus [about 300 B.C.] for 
the spiric curves. Aft er the species has been constructed, the apprehension 
of its inherent and intrinsic property diﬀ erentiates the thing constructed 
from all others (Proclus: 356 6–13). 
In these lines Proclus states, precisely, that Hippias identiﬁ ed the prop-
erties of his curve, and the features which were unique to it, making 
it possible to understand that particular curve. It is feasible to assume 
that Hippias provided the method for constructing the curve, but 
Proclus, for some reason, does not enlighten us. He does not describe 
the method Hippias applied for the trisection of an angle. Th is omis-
sion has to be remedied, to the extent that it is possible, by search-
ing the other early mathematicians. Shortly, we will be discussing 
Geminus, Pappas, Sporus and others. 
We recall that Proclus states (272) that the trisection had been 
made by others who had employed the quadratrix of Hippias and 
of Nicomedes, applying mixed lines. It is feasible to suggest that the 
notion of the curves discovered by Hippias to develop the trisectrix 
was extended by the work of Perseus and Nicomedes. 
Proclus did not describe the method of the trisection of an angle 
but, because he was writing about nine hundred years aft er Hippias, it 
is quite important that we establish the sources that were available to 
Proclus.
Heath argues that the source for Proclus on the curves invented 
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by Hippias was probably Geminus, and the opinions of Heath war-
rant the greatest respect: he was a mathematician of extraordinary 
ability and industry. Geminus is a very important authority on many 
questions belonging to the history of mathematics, as is shown by the 
numerous quotations from him in Proclus’s Commentary on Euclid, 
Book I (Heath, 1921b:223). A Stoic philosopher, probably born on the 
island of Rhodes, Geminus was a pupil of Posidonius, and was writing 
in about 73–67 B.C. (Heath, 1921b:222–26). His treatise, numbering 
at least six volumes, was a classiﬁ cation of scientiﬁ c topics, including 
a comprehensive work of almost encyclopedic proportions on math-
ematics. He wrote extensively on geometry. Th is included the classiﬁ -
cation of curves (Oxford Classical Dictionary: s.v. Geminus), making 
him an authority of great importance. He wrote extensively on geom-
etry (Heath, 1921b:224). In his Commentary on Euclid, Proclus refers 
to Geminus no less than twenty times (Proclus: 38, n. 66) and, one 
presumes, probably many more times that remain unacknowledged.
It can hardly be doubted that Geminus was the source for Proclus, 
and therefore for the geometry of Hippias. Heath cites a passage from 
Proclus:
‘thus Apollonius [of Perga, ﬁ rst half of third century B.C.] shows in the case 
of each of the conic curves what is its property, and similarly Nicomedes 
with the conchoids, Hippias with the quadratrices (Heath’s italics), and Per-
seus with the conic curves.’ Th is suggests that Geminus had before him a 
regular treatise by Hippias on the properties of the quadratrix (Heath’s ital-
ics) (which may have disappeared by the time of Sporus) [and thus by the 
time of Pappas], and that Nicomedes did not write any such general work 
on the curve; and, if this is so, it seems not impossible that Hippias himself 
discovered that it would serve to rectify, and therefore to square, the circle 
(Heath, 1921a:226).
Pappas, who was active in about A.D. 320, compiled a Collection 
or Synagoge of classical geometry. One of the many authors about 
whom he wrote was Dinostratus, and he mentions Dinostratus’s 
brother, Menaechmus (Heath, 1921b:359), who “used the curve of 
Hippias, to which they gave the name of quadratrix, [Heath’s italics] 
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τετρаγωνίζουσа, for the squaring of the circle.” Heath, 1921b:359).
Proclus repeats this cogent passage:
for the squaring of the circle Dinostratus, Nicomedes and certain other and 
later geometers used a certain curve which took its name from its property; 
for those geometers called it quadratrix (Heath, 1921a:225).
Pappas applies the quadratrix, but does not mention Hippias. Th is 
omission is probably because Hippias did not apply the curve for the 
quadrature of the circle, but for the trisection of the angle (Waerden, 
1971:146).
Sporus (end of third century A.D.), just slightly earlier than Pappas, 
recognised a diﬃ  culty in the quadratrix because it necessitates the 
construction of a curved line and a straight line, both being con-
structed at the same time, taking “an equal time” as Sporus says, that is, 
moving at precisely the same speed (Heath, 1921a:229). Th is diﬃ  culty 
is clearly recognised in the construction of the particular trisection of 
an angle which is attributed to Pappas.
Th e construction may be followed in Heath (Heath, 1956:266–67). 
In part, the method reads:
Suppose (1) that a radius of the circle moves uniformly about A from the 
position AB to the position AD, and (2) that in the same time [Heath’s italics] 
the line BC moves uniformly, always parallel to itself, and with its extremity 
B moving along BA, from the position BC to the position AD.
Clearly, moving uniformly and, in the same time, are essential for accu-
rate construction, but are almost impossible to attain.
In an article in MathWorld it is claimed that, in 1836, the “problem 
[angle trisection] was algebraically proved impossible by Wantzel” 
(Weisstein, 1999:1). Against this it is a fact that an angle can also be 
divided into three (or any whole number) of equal parts using the 
quadratrix of Hippias or trisectrix, albeit with a lesser degree of ac-
curacy. Th e words “equal parts” then become inaccurate.
Although a deﬁ nite conclusion cannot be reached, let us try to es-
tablish just what Hippias accomplished. 
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Heath recognised Hippias as a distinguished mathematician, and 
credits him with the invention of the curve known as the quadratrix 
which, he states, was originally intended for the solution of the prob-
lem of trisecting any angle. Gow’s opinion leans slightly more towards 
the trisectrix: “originally [the quadratrix] may have been intended 
only for the trisection” (Gow, 1968:164). Th is opinion gains some, but 
not decisive, support from a careful reading of Proclus’s report.
It has been written that it seems that Hippias’s only contribution 
to mathematics was the discovery or invention of the quadratrix 
(O’Connor, 1999:2) but it appears more likely that the properties of 
the quadratrices were recognised later by Dinostratus and Nicomedes 
and some more recent writers for squaring the circle, whence its name, 
as the term indicates. 
As discussed above, Pappas did not mention the name of Hippias, 
and neither did Iamblichus in his discussion of the quadrature of the 
circle. Th is suggests that Hippias discovered the trisectrix, and not the 
quadratrix, but the matter must remain unresolved.
Hippias’s discovery of the unique curve now has general accept-
ance, and even if one attributes the trisectrix to him, and not the quad-
ratrix, that is a geometrical discovery of far-reaching importance.
Th ose who consider that geometry was not suﬃ  ciently advanced 
by about 420 B.C. for Hippias to have discovered the trisectrix, seem 
to forget the work of the mathematicians, Pythagoras (ca. 580 B.C.) 
and Democritus (who was born about 460 B.C. about the same time 
as Hippias).
Th is topic is beset with insoluble diﬃ  culties. Following Gow, I lean 
towards the belief that Hippias invented a curve which was probably 
ﬁ rst used for the trisection of an angle and was found to be useful for 
both the quadrature and the trisection problems, and that that curve 
was, by Dinostratus or Nicomedes or later, adapted to the solution of 
the second problem, that of squaring the circle; it then became known 
by the more exact title of quadratrix. Th en in the “ﬁ rst half of the 
fourth century B.C., Archytas used [the curve] for duplication of the 
cube” (Cited in O’Connor, 1999:1).
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Hippias was a giant in mathematics. It is feasible to conclude that 
Hippias discovered the curve which enabled the trisection of certain 
angles. Whether he then extended his discovery to the quadrature 
must remain uncertain. His remarkable conception developed within 
a brilliant mind: the curve which he discovered “is the ﬁ rst named 
curve other than the circle and line” (Xah Lee, 2000:1). Hippias was 
sophos, a man of wisdom, a seeker of knowledge, and even the ﬁ rst ac-
complishment undoubtedly warrants his inclusion amongst the early 
philosophers.
To conclude this paper, we revisit Plato’s mockery of Hippias. Plato 
treats him as though Hippias were a stupid man. Hippias may have 
been foolish at times, his pride was excessive, but he was far from 
stupid. Clearly, Plato despised all that he represented. Hippias was 
the most ﬂ amboyant of the sophists, the most versatile, and prob-
ably the richest. Plato perhaps saw Hippias as young (that is, younger 
than his beloved Socrates), boisterous, boastful, overconﬁ dent, and 
puerile, unable to consider and debate, even oblivious to the beauti-
ful and the just, two of the very issues which were Socrates’s mission. 
Also Hippias’s riches were the ill-gotten gains of teaching rhetoric; at 
least that seems to have been Plato’s view. Added to this is the fact that 
Hippias hailed from the Peloponnesian city-state of Elis, an enemy 
state: the defeat of Athens in the Peloponnesian War (431–404 B.C.) 
was a raw wound and a bitter humiliation. 
But Hippias’s boasting is based on substance: he is all that Plato has 
him claim to be, and more. Hippias is one of the most intriguing of 
the Greeks of the period, almost two and a half thousand years ago. 
It is one of the fascinations of Ancient Greek philosophy that, aft er 
so long, we remain interested in his work, his social theories, his rela-
tionships with people, and his success. We are indebted to him for his 
work in geometry, mythology and the history which he recorded in his 
Collection. In addition we embrace his idea about self-suﬃ  ciency. We 
accept this “new” idea, knowing what he wore when he attended the 
Olympic Games: his sandals, his cloak, his girdle and so on. 
Th is is part of the magic of the Ancient Greeks — a man who has 
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been dead for almost two and half thousand years, and we discuss 
him as though he were an acquaintance with whom we were in con-
versation only last week. 
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